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When President George W. Bush â€” chose Powell for the job of secretary of state, he became the first African
American to ever serve in this position. York, on April 5, His parents were immigrants from Jamaica. He
spent most of his childhood in the South Bronx neighborhood of New York City, which was then regarded as
a step up from Harlem. The neighborhood included white, African American, and Puerto Rican residents.
Powell has said that he never thought of himself as a "minority" while a child. He graduated from the program
in and was made a second lieutenant an army officer who is below all other officers in the U. He was then
assigned to duty in West Germany. In he met and married Alma Vivian Johnson, with whom he eventually
had three children. At the time the United States was involved in the Vietnam War â€”75; a civil war in which
anti-Communist forces in South Vietnam, supported by the United States, were fighting against a takeover by
Communist forces in North Vietnam. During his first tour of duty in Vietnam â€”63 , Powell was wounded in
action. He received the degree in , then went to work at the Pentagon, the headquarters of the U. Department
of Defense and military services. He then moved on to a position in the Office of Management and Budget
under the director, Caspar Weinberger â€” , and his deputy, Frank Carlucci â€”. In the late s, Powell attained
the rank of major general an army officer who is above a brigadier general and held positions in the Pentagon
and Department of Energy. In he became a military assistant to Weinberger, who was then the secretary of
defense under President Ronald Reagan â€”. While Powell was assisting Weinberger, his advice was sought
by the National Security Council NSC , the agency within the executive branch that advises the president on
affairs relating to national security. The NSC wanted to make a secret sale of weapons to Iran in the belief that
it would help to free American hostages that were being held in Lebanon by terrorist groups supporting Iran.
Powell advised the NSC that the sale was illegal. He replaced Carlucci as national security adviser head of the
NSC in and held the post for the rest of the Reagan administration. Arms control and attempts to overthrow
the socialist government of Nicaragua were high priorities for Powell and other policy-makers during this
period. Heading the Joint Chiefs of Staff When President-elect George Bush â€” told Powell that he wished to
name a new national security adviser, Powell could have chosen to leave the army to earn a substantial income
giving lectures or consulting in the business world. However, Powell did not retire. In this position he was
responsible for overseeing the readiness of over a million regular, reserve, and National Guard personnel in
the United States. Powell took on more responsibility when he was nominated by President Bush in to become
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff JCS; the group that is responsible for giving military information and
advice to the president, the secretary of defense, and the National Security Council. Powell was the first black
officer to hold this post. Earlier in , Noriega, who had been in control of the Panamanian government since ,
had cancelled presidential elections. Noriega was also involved in the buying and selling of illegal drugs and
other unlawful activities. Television appearances in which Powell explained the purpose of the operation
brought him to the favorable attention of the American public. Powell was also highly visible during
Operation Desert Shield. This was a joint effort by the United States and several other nations to pressure
Saddam Hussein â€” , the president of the Middle Eastern nation Iraq, into removing his forces from the
neighboring country of Kuwait. Iraq had occupied Kuwait in August It soon became apparent that this
operation, unlike the one in Panama, would take months to decide and involved the risk of high casualties
deaths of soldiers if war broke out between the Iraqis and the international forces. Powell again demonstrated
his leadership during this time, and the Iraqi army was swiftly crushed. For his part in this war, Powell was
awarded a Congressional gold medal. Secretary of State After Powell retired from the military in , he was
often mentioned as a potential candidate for president. While many hoped that he would run for president in ,
he announced in that he would not do so. Instead, Powell supported George W. Powell was the first African
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American named to this post. The attack killed thousands and led Bush to declare that the United States would
pursue a "war on terrorism. As the effort to stamp out terrorism continued, Powell was perceived as a force for
moderation in the Bush government, pushing for the building of alliances and for restraint when others argued
for more aggressive military action. For More Information Banta, Melissa. A Man of Quality. Comment about
this article, ask questions, or add new information about this topic:
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In the final analysis, the one quality that all successful people have is the ability to take on responsibility. You
cannot change the circumstances, the seasons, or the wind, but you can change yourself. The process never
ends until we die. And the choices we make are ultimately our own responsibility. No matter how much fault
you find with another, and regardless of how much you blame him, it will not change you. I possess
tremendous power to make life miserable or joyous. I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration, I
can humiliate or humor, hurt or heal. In all situations, it is my response that decides whether a crisis is
escalated or de-escalated, and a person is humanized or de-humanized. If we treat people as they are, we make
them worse. If we treat people as they ought to be, we help them become what they are capable of becoming.
Goethe "The essence of Vanderbilt is still learning, the essence of its outlook is still liberty, and liberty and
learning will be and must be the touchstones of Vanderbilt University and of any free university in this
country or the world. I say two touchstones, yet they are almost inseparable, inseparable if not
indistinguishable, for liberty without learning is always in peril, and learning without liberty is always in vain.
Kennedy, Remarks in Nashville at the 90th Anniversary Convocation of Vanderbilt University, May 18,
"Freedom makes a huge requirement of every human being. With freedom comes responsibility. For the
person who is unwilling to grow up, the person who does not want to carry is own weight, this is a frightening
prospect. That is something you have charge of.. Yeats "Eventually we all have to accept full and total
responsibility for our actions, everything we have done, and have not done. The truth is that you are
responsible for what you think, because it is only at this level that you can exercise choice. What you do
comes from what you think. That is why most men dread it.
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His parents were both of mixed African and Scottish ancestry. This school has since closed. While at school,
Powell worked at a local baby furniture store, where he picked up Yiddish from the eastern European Jewish
shopkeepers and some of the customers. Military career Powell was a professional soldier for 35 years,
holding a variety of command and staff positions and rising to the rank of General. And I not only liked it, but
I was pretty good at it. Even after he had become a general, Powell kept on his desk a pen set he had won for a
drill team competition. Upon graduation, he received a commission as an Army second lieutenant. While on
patrol in a Viet Cong -held area, he was wounded by stepping on a punji stake. Powell returned to Vietnam as
a major in , serving in the 23rd Infantry Division , then as assistant chief of staff of operations for the Americal
Division. Gettys , from the burning wreckage. I got there after My Lai happened. So, in war, these sorts of
horrible things happen every now and again, but they are still to be deplored. Powell said he regarded Emerson
as one of the most caring officers he ever met. Powell always professed that what set Emerson apart was his
great love of his soldiers and concern for their welfare. After he left Fort Carson, Powell became senior
military assistant to Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger , whom he assisted during the invasion of
Grenada and the airstrike on Libya. He became the third general since World War II to reach four-star rank
without ever serving as a division commander, joining Dwight D. Eisenhower and Alexander Haig. Later that
year, President George H. Bush selected him as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. At age 52, he became
the youngest officer, and first Afro-Caribbean American , to serve in this position. During these events, Powell
earned his nickname, "the reluctant warrior. As a military strategist , Powell advocated an approach to military
conflicts that maximizes the potential for success and minimizes casualties. A component of this approach is
the use of overwhelming force, which he applied to Operation Desert Storm in His approach has been dubbed
the " Powell Doctrine ". Powell continued as chairman of the JCS into the Clinton presidency but as a
dedicated " realist " he considered himself a bad fit for an administration largely made up of liberal
internationalists. But even in the wake of public and Congressional pressure [31] [32] to do so, Clinton-Gore
presidential transition team staffers decided against it.
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For this reason, make heavy demands on your men in peacetime exercises. You have to make the mind run the
body. Never let the body tell the mind what to doâ€¦ the body is never tired if the mind is not tired. My men
depended on me to carefully analyze every tactical situation, to maximize the resources that I had at my
disposal, to think under pressure, and then to lead them by personal example. The decayed and degraded state
of moral and patriotic feeling which thinks that nothing is worth war is much worse. The person who has
nothing for which he is willing to fight, nothing which is more important than his own personal safety, is a
miserable creature and has no chance of being free unless made and kept so by the exertions of better men
than himself. My center is yielding. It is to use the means at hand to inflict the maximum amount of wound,
death, and destruction on the enemy in the minimum amount of time. I wear my uniform for the heritage of
sacrifice it represents and more. I wear my uniform with pride, for it represents the greatest nation of free
people in the world. Freedom is what makes us fight, and courage is what keeps us from running away.
Courage, like bravery, has been the first requirement of the Soldier since the most primitive days. Good
commanders talk easily and thoughtfully on these matters. The idea that more godlike qualities are required of
him and that he above others can achieve miracles through the working of his will is dismissed as idle
superstition. It will primarily be determined by your character, your reputation, not much for courageâ€”which
will be accepted as a matter of courseâ€”but by the previous reputation you have established for fairness, for
that high-minded patriotic purpose, that quality of unswerving determination to carry through any military task
assigned to you. You must speak to the soul in order to electrify him. Courage can be judged apart from
danger only if the social significance and meaning of courage is known to us; namely that a man of character
in peace becomes a man of courage in war. He cannot be selfish in peace and yet be unselfish in war.
Character, as Aristotle taught, is a habit, the daily choice of right and wrong; it is a moral quality which grows
to maturity in peace and is not suddenly developed on the outbreak of war. For war, in spite of what we have
heard to the contrary, has no power to transform, it merely exaggerates the good and evil that are in us, till it is
plain for all to read; it cannot change; it exposes. The world is full of agreeable and talented folk. The key is to
keep company only with people who uplift you, whose presence calls forth your best. But remember that our
moral influence is a two-way street, and we should thus make sure by our own thoughts, words, and deeds to
be a positive influence on those we deal with. The real test of personal excellence lies in the attention we give
to the often neglected small details of our conduct. Make it your business to draw out the best in others by
being an exemplar yourself. Banish from your thoughts all other considerations. This is possible if you
perform each act as if it were your last, rejecting every frivolous distraction, every denial of the rule of reason,
every pretentious gesture, vain show, and whining complaint against the decrees of fate. Do you see what little
is required of a man to live a well-tempered and god-fearing life? Obey these precepts, and the gods will ask
nothing more II. Your days are numbered. Use them to throw open the windows of your soul to the sun. If you
do not, the sun will soon set, and you with it. Be open to a changing world and let go of the plan when
necessary so that you can make a new plan. Then as the world and the plan both go through their book of
changes, you will always be ready to do the next right thing. The challenge becomes how long you stay on
your priority. To be able to address your priorities outside of work, be clear about your most important work
priority so you can get it done. Then go home and be clear about your priorities there so you can get back to
work. Purpose has the power to shape our lives only in direct proportion to the power of the priority we
connect it to. Purpose without priority is powerless. Those who are immovable, those who are moveable, and
those who move them. I can better trust those who helped to relieve the gloom of my dark hours than those
who are so ready to enjoy with me the sunshine of my prosperity.
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No clear reason, no attempt at diplomacy, no exit strategy, etc. When I finished this book, I was torn between
admiring him for refusing to smear a former employer and being completely flummoxed as to how someone
so intelligent can be so inculcated in military culture that he put up with that nonsense as long as he did. Jun
09, Bob Schmitz rated it liked it Colin Powell was obviously an astounding fellow. Son of Caribbean
immigrants who rises to the top of the military and political systems. He is described as a very bright,
extremely self controlled charismatic leader. Reading about the workings of the White House in the 2 Iraq and
1 Afghanistan wars was interesting. This book should be titled "The Good Soldier. My admiration of Powel
Colin Powell was obviously an astounding fellow. My admiration of Powell was tempered by the information
in the book about 1. His participation in the coverup of the Mai Lai massacre He arrive as an officer in that
sector of Vietnam a couple of months after the massacre. That something terrible had happened there was
common knowledge but when asked about it early on by an army investigator he simply read the action report
and criticized the whistle blower. His participation in the Iran Contra Deal 3. His following the party line in
the presentation of the need to invade Iraq by Bush 2 and his lending his gravitas to the presentation before the
UN with data he suspected. Nam was a lost cause while he vigorously pursued it. To people with great power
comes great responsibility and if Colin refused to go along with being manipulated by the G. W Bush
administration there might be a lot fewer dead American soldiers. But in the end he was a loyal company man.
I saw him speak once at a conference and it is clear how much he loved his country. Through all of the
nonsense in the Bush administration and I am a Republican but I do not like the way Cheney and Rumsfeld
controlled Bush , Powell remained a good soldier. In a lot of ways, he was used by that far right
administration. I am more of a moderate, like Powell. Bottom line is that he always did his duty. I wish he
would have run for President. Maybe, just maybe, the part I really admire Colin Powell. Maybe, just maybe,
the party would have gone back more to being the party of Abe Lincoln, another leader I admire. I believe this
book was to vent and get his side of the story out. I think the Bush administration tenure and the request for
his resignation left him with unfinished business. The way the story begin with the description of humble
beginnings up to the position of Secretary of State in the Bush administration, says a lot about the character
and moral values of a person. All of those characteristic were well represented in the book by the author. The
genre is simple an autobiography. The many elements used to describe the many hardships the Mr Powell had
to endure during his life are well portrayed in the book through some great imagery and vivid description of
events. After reading this book my already highest respect for Mr. A truly hero of our time, a person deserving
of all the merits and awards that the military could give someone. This book taught me a different angle to use
in my own writing whenever I decide to write my own story. The language used was very adequate taking into
consideration who the main character is and how he wanted to be represented. This is something I paid closed
attention to since I do too have a military background,not as extense as Mr. Powell, at least not yet. I believe I
can say that I will be using somethings I have learn from this work by Mrs. I did the audiobook version and it
was interesting to hear more details of his early life and some of the happenings during his time as secretary of
state. But I found the early parts of his life equally as interesting and I really enjoyed this book. But I found
the early parts of his life equally as interesting and admire his demeanor on things. I think the title of the book
is great because it seems to speak to what some thing is great about him and what may be his biggest flaw.
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From Secretary of State Colin L. Today is another day of celebration, besides your graduation, and that is the
anniversary of the landmark Supreme Court decision known forever as Brown v. Well, look how much has
changed. Look what this law has done for us. We must remain committed, as the President has said, to leaving
no child behind. In my profession, soldiering, character is perhaps the most important trait we seek and expect
in our leaders, character which inspires trust in others, character which gives confidence to others to follow
you into the darkest night, character which keeps you pointed towards true north no matter what winds or
waves come to try to push you off course onto the shoals of doubt, dishonesty and despair, character which
always presses you to do the right thing. Do the right thing. Always do the right thing. Do the right thing by
setting your own internal standards of excellence, your own internal standards of behavior, and making sure
that you meet them and exceed them. Do the right thing, even when you get no credit for it, even if you get
hurt by doing the right thing. Do the right thing when no one is watching or will ever know about it. You will
always know. Our nation is now going through a period of deep disappointment, a period of deep pain over
some of our soldiers not doing the right thing at a place called Abu Ghraib. I spent a good part of my time in
Jordan this past weekend dealing with this problem and the terrible impact it has had on our image in the
world. I told the audiences that I spoke to over the weekend that all Americans deplored what happened there
and there could be no excuse. But I also told them that one soldier had done the right thing. He knew
something wrong was happening and he spoke out. He told his commanders, who immediately began an
investigation. I also told them that in their disappointment about America right now. Watch how we deal with
this. Watch how America will do the right thing. Watch what a nation of values and character, a nation that
believes in justice, does to right this kind of wrong. Watch how a nation such as ours will not tolerate such
actions. I told them that they will see a free press and an independent Congress at work. They will see a
Defense Department led by Secretary Rumsfeld that will launch multiple investigations to get to the facts.
Above all, they will see a President -- our President, President Bush -- determined to find out where
responsibility and accountability lie. And justice will be done. The world will see that we are still a nation
with a moral code that defines our national character. Above all, I told them, remember that in Iraq today there
are tens of thousands of young American soldiers and diplomats who are putting their lives on the line daily
for the freedom of the Iraqi people. They are fighting terrorists and regime remnants. They are building
hospitals and schools. They are repairing water plants and oil facilities. They are helping to build democratic
institutions where none ever existed previously. They are teaching a people about freedom and democracy.
They are working to help Iraqis rebuild a country that was devastated by Saddam Hussein during a tyrannical
reign of 30 years. And our troops will succeed because they are doing the right thing. Keep them in your
thoughts and keep them in your prayers on this beautiful Monday morning here on the quad, and let them
know this morning how proud you are of them, each and every one. God bless them, and keep them safe. We
are doing the right thing in Iraq, let there be no doubt. It is dangerous work. We mourn every loss. We are
making progress. Next month, we will return sovereignty to an Iraqi interim government. That interim
government will have its work cut out for it as it prepares Iraq for elections through a national assembly at the
end of the year, followed by a new constitution and then elections for new leaders within another year.
Chapter 7 : Jeanne Strazzabosco | LibraryThing
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Colin Luther Powell (/ Ëˆ k oÊŠ l Éª n /; born April 5, ) is an American statesman and a retired four-star general in the
United States Army. During his military career, Powell also served as National Security Advisor (), as Commander of the
U.S. Army Forces Command () and as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (), holding the latter position during the
Persian.
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